
VIRTUAL TEAM TUNE-UP

As companies shift to work-from-home

environments, many leaders wonder how

to keep a team productive and inspired.

So much innovation happens in the

margins in the office -- lunchtime

conversations or serendipitous chats.

How might we facilitate continued growth

and the new insights that lead to

innovation over Zoom?

 

Based on the same creative problem

solving strategies that Kathryn Haydon

and her Sparkitivity team teach corporate

clients in person, this made-for-Zoom

course will help your team tune up its

virtual process to ensure it continues to

function productively, with innovation in

mind. 

 

http://www.sparkitivity.com/


EXPERT COURSE LEADERSHIP

AND DESIGN

Over the past two decades, Kathryn Haydon, MSc, an award-

winning educator, has written four books, hundreds of articles,

several anthology chapters, and she has trained and taught

thousands of individuals. For the past ten years, she has led

her virtual creative team in addition to virtual teaching and

training.

 

The founder of Sparkitivity, Kathryn helps individuals and

teams grow in the face of change.  Her clients span industries,

from Bosch and Webster Bank to ZipRecruiter, accounting

firms, and educational institutions. Kathryn writes regularly for

Psychology Today and her work has appeared in The

Washington Post. She earned her BA at Northwestern

University and her MSc in creativity and change leadership

from the acclaimed International Center for Studies in

Creativity at the State University of New York. Her latest book

was launched in fall 2019: The Non-Obvious Guide to Being

More Creative, No Matter Where You Work. Read her full bio

here. 

https://sparkitivity.com/about-sparkitivity
https://sparkitivity.com/about-sparkitivity
http://www.sparkitivity.com/


IN THIS COURSE, TEAMS WILL LEARN: 

how to tighten their work process to enhance productivity and

creative thinking while working from home; 

how each team member individually approaches projects and 

 problem solving; 

how to leverage individual strengths for enhanced

collaboration;

tools and strategies that drive new insights and better

solutions; 

http://www.sparkitivity.com/


Your Process and Profile

Individuals will gain deep insight into

their own problem solving/work

process. They will develop strategies

to enhance productivity as directly

applied to their core work functions. 

SESSION I

Your Team's Profile

Expanding on the individual work, we

will create a team process profile to

determine the productivity and

thinking strengths and outages for the

team overall.

SESSION II

Virtual Collaboration Tools

Building on the prior session, the team

will devise strategies and use virtual

tools to optimize its virtual-work

process. 

SESSION III

Application Check-In 

Once the team has had the opportunity 

 apply their tools, strategies, and learnings

from the course individually and

collaboratively, we'll check in to work out

kinks and make improvements. 

SESSION IV

http://www.sparkitivity.com/


VIRTUAL TEAM

TUNE-UP

DETAILS

Each session is one hour,

conducted over Zoom. 

Teams can choose to space

their four 1-hour sessions over

a week, a month, or any other

span of time that is optimal.

Each individual will complete the

10-minute online FourSight

Thinking Preference Profile prior

to start of the program. 

Teams have access to Kathryn

Haydon via email throughout

the duration of their training. 

 

CHOOSE
THE

DELIVERY
TIMEFRAME
THAT MEETS 

YOUR
TEAM'S
NEEDS
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Keep your teams moving forward, productive, and

collaborative with Virtual Team Tune-UP. If you

are a leader who would prefer one-on-one training

on this topic, we can arrange that in a snap!

LET US HELP YOU INSPIRE AND
SUPPORT INNOVATION
VIRTUALLY

805-798-1041
inspired@sparkitivity.com

CALL KATHRYN HAYDON TODAY TO SCHEDULE A
FREE 30-MINUTE MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW

www.sparkitivity.com
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